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Background
● The GC Design Product Team is working on the V1 of the GC Design 

System

● We wanted to get good hypothesis to build an alpha documentation 
site of the GC Design System

● We asked research participants to try different tasks on the Canada.ca 
design system and other design systems (from both government and 
private sector)

● We analyzed what worked and what didn’t in terms of navigation, 
search, guidance (content, design and code), and installation 

● From these insights, we came up with a set of evidence-informed 
starting points to build an alpha documentation site.



Methodology: What

Global guidance

● Navigation (landing page, global, 
in-page)

● Search
● Visual foundations (typography, 

colours)
● General content guidance (writing 

guidelines)
● Installation of the design system

Component guidance

● Design guidance
● Content guidance
● Code guidance 
● Versioning and change history



Methodology: Who

● 17 participants (15 EN,  2 FR) 
○ 5 designers
○ 5 developers and publishers
○ 7 communicators

● Participants were a mix of loyal implementers and fearless 
innovators

● Asked to complete 4 different tasks, each in 3 different design 
systems

● Tasks and design systems were randomized



Methodology: How

● We asked people to complete a list of simple, realistic tasks that cover a wide range 
of what people try to do in design systems (tasks were informed by analytics and 
previous user interviews)

● We observed how they tried to complete the tasks, noting what they clicked on, 
where they hesitated, etc.

● We took note of the time it took to get them to the page where the answer was (if 
they did)

● We noted if they found the right answer (and the time it took to find it)
● We observed and noted what made people succeed (get the right answer) - that's 

what worked - or fail (not getting the right answer) - that's what didn't work
● from these observations we derived a set of starting points to build an alpha 

documentation site - picking and choosing what seemed to work best with 
participants



Methodology: How
Communicators and designers test*
● How to capitalize headings  (general content guidance)
● How to write good button text (component content guidance)
● Font and font size (visual foundations)
● Choosing the right alert variant (design guidance)

Developers test**
● Class to use to make radio buttons horizontal (component code 

guidance)
● Primary colour to use in a new design (visual foundations)
● How to install the design system (installing)
● Identify the last change to the button component (change history)

*Project sheet - Design system testing - Comms and design
**Project sheet - Design system testing - Devs



Findings - Global guidance

● A persistent left navigation, with clear and distinct main sections can improve 
discoverability (especially if with the ability to expand sub-sections and explore)

● A persistent left search/filter can improve findability of specific elements

● As a starting point, these main sections could work - more research needed: 

○ Get started (installation, onboarding, etc.)

○ Visual foundations (brand, design tokens, etc.)

○ Components and patterns

○ Writing (general content guidance)

○ Community (how to contribute, contact, etc.)

○ Latest updates



Findings - Component guidance
● Component pages need to make it easy to find all these:

○ design guidance

○ content guidance

○ code guidance

● Content guidance need to exist both as global content guidance (in the Writing 
section) and as component-specific content guidance

These evidence-informed starting points could be used to build the backbone of the 
alpha documentation site of the GC design system. 

We could start adding tokens and components to that backbone, starting with 
foundational visual elements, form elements and important components. 



Recommendations from findings

We turned the findings into a set of evidence-informed recommendations for building 
the alpha documentation site:

● Detailed recommendations (slides 43 to 48)
● Figma prototype visualizing the recommendations 

Important note: the purpose of the Figma prototype is not to propose a specific design; it’s to 
illustrate some of the recommendations that stem from the findings.

https://www.figma.com/proto/ysx5wn6bmrAe7YvynRVcAI/Untitled?node-id=3%3A2&scaling=min-zoom&page-id=0%3A1


Global guidance findings

Navigation (Landing page, global, in page)
Search 

Visual foundations 
Writing guidelines 

Installation 



Landing page - What didn’t work

Busy landing pages with animation or saturation of elements. 
Complex navigation menus with many overlapping sections. Video

USWDS Carbon

Tasks: all

https://youtu.be/tVElEw3045I?t=742
https://designsystem.digital.gov/
https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/


Landing page - What worked

Clear landing pages with fewer options to choose from

Shopify Sprout

Tasks: all

https://polaris.shopify.com/
https://seeds.sproutsocial.com/


Global navigation - What didn’t work

Not landing at the beginning of a section: on 
Shopify, clicking on “Content” on the landing 
page (not the menu) lands you in the middle 
(Product content) of the Content section 
(not at the top). 

Tasks: all

https://polaris.shopify.com/


Global navigation - What worked

The ability to expand the menu items and explore the options before 
committing was useful. Video 

Tasks: all

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fwak2Kw84Yo&t=1186s


In-section navigation - What didn’t work

Local menus with competing headings in Shopify. 
Using Ctrl-F to search within multiple pages Video 

Clicking on an item (Title and text) and landing on 
first sub-items (Captions) Video

Tasks: all

https://youtu.be/Bee8HCqyZPQ?t=1471
https://youtu.be/Uwh1dRbbwwk?t=1643


In-section navigation - What worked

Being able to see the elements of a section in the left 
menu - like Typography in GOV.UK or Buttons in USWDS

Tasks: all

https://design-system.service.gov.uk/styles/
https://designsystem.digital.gov/components/overview/


On-page navigation - What didn’t work

Carbon’s on-page nav format that doesn’t look 
like links - most participants skipped over it. It 
doesn’t help a long and poorly organized page

Right-hand menus. Were not used and created 
more noise (Salesforce, Atlassian). Some 
participants didn’t understand the right-hand 
menu is page table of contents, and scrolled 
down instead. Video

Tasks: all

https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/components/button/usage/
https://www.lightningdesignsystem.com/components/buttons/
https://atlassian.design/content/language-and-grammar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnp1Tq0NYXA&t=1314s


On-page navigation - What worked

Borealis tabs to get to Code

Clone tabs at the top (for changelog)

Tasks: all



Search - What didn’t work

Local search on the right was often missed (Shopify, Atlassian, 
Gov.uk). Some participants were afraid it would be a global search 
and some people used Ctrl-F instead. Video 

No search results with appropriate keywords (Capitalization on 
Atlassian)

Lack of good metadata led to unsuccessful search when people 
didn’t use the “right” keyword. Video

Tasks: all

https://youtu.be/Bee8HCqyZPQ?t=1561
https://atlassian.design/
https://youtu.be/Ili177RcKAw?t=2230


Search - What worked

The filtered table on Canada.ca allowed quick findability 
of components. People are sure it’s not a global site-wide 
search

Prominent local search on the left (Clone and Lighting) 
allowed quick findability. Video 

Tasks: all

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnp1Tq0NYXA&t=1236s


Heading labels - What didn’t work

Having both users and elements on the landing page. 
Developers need components. (Carbon, Aurora)

Labels on the left menu that were not organized 
alphabetically (NZ). 

Labels without the standard name: Page alerts instead 
of alerts (NZ). 

Labels and headings shouldn’t be code (Clone) 

Tasks: all



Heading labels - What worked

For finding the alert component, most 
participants first clicked on “Components” 
(30/35) - Components works as a label

“Get started” worked well for the 
installation task.

Tasks: all



Visual foundations - What didn’t work

Lack of actual color samples in Canada.ca didn’t help. Video

Long and busy page on USWDS made it hard to follow. 

Font and font size not together, not prominent or surrounded by 
code and many visual examples on GOV.UK and Aurora.  Video

Tasks: Find font and font size. Find primary colour 

https://youtu.be/lnp1Tq0NYXA?t=421
https://designsystem.digital.gov/design-tokens/color/overview/
https://youtu.be/VcoheZ8BciI?t=2149


Visual foundations - What worked

The expandable menu in Sprout worked well to 
get to the Color section quickly

Clear specifications on fonts and fonts size on 
Canada.ca 

The design system itself as an explicit example 
of components 

Tasks: Find font and font size. Find primary colour 



General content guidance - What didn’t work

Hesitation on the landing page. Where to go? Content or 
Design?: “Is content design visual or writing elements?” 

Unclear labels, like “Grammar and mechanics” on 
Shopify 

Competing labels: Writing style vs. Language and 
grammar. Video

Confusion between local search and Ctrl-F. Using Ctrl-F 
in the wrong sections. Video

Task: How to capitalize headings 

https://polaris.shopify.com/content/grammar-and-mechanics#navigation
https://youtu.be/VcoheZ8BciI?t=226
https://youtu.be/Bee8HCqyZPQ?t=1482


General content guidance - What worked

Style is a familiar heading in Canada.ca. Video
○ Ctrl-F on style guide 

The guidance is also easily found from the landing page. Video

Clear do’s and don’ts on Shopify

Task: How to capitalize headings 

https://youtu.be/Bee8HCqyZPQ?t=1807
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRtQMfxk70w&t=1687s


Installation - What didn’t work

The separation of Downloads and 
Implementation guidelines in WET caused 
failure. Video

Splitting of installation instructions in 
Carbon caused issues - a participant found 
partial instructions and assumed he had 
everything. Video

Task: How to install the design system

https://youtu.be/t_J-njZp8LQ?t=1289
https://youtu.be/Fwak2Kw84Yo?t=1605


Installation - What worked

A majority (9/15) used “Get started” in the menu (7/10 on 
Carbon and NZ)

Instructions with npm package manager worked well for 
some developers (not for loyal implementers) . Video.

Task: How to install the design system

https://youtu.be/Fwak2Kw84Yo?t=1705


Component guidance findings

Design 
Content 

Code 
Versioning



Component design guidance - What didn’t work

NZ’s Alert component page was too long and wordy. 
Long introduction to a component. Video

Mixing types of guidances (Code, content)

No clear headings and subheading. Participants had 
problems distinguishing between alert variants on 
Clone
 

Task: Choosing the right type of alert

https://youtu.be/zmCs9nFSR0w?t=2498


Component design guidance - What worked

Concise explanation of the 
component with easy access to all 
its aspects (design, guidance, code 
and versioning)

Having the variants and guidance 
first on the component page 
worked very well in Borealis. Video

Task: Choosing the right type of alert

https://youtu.be/VcoheZ8BciI?t=552


Component content guidance - What didn’t work

Participants were not able to derive content 
guidance from examples in the Canada.ca design 
system - needs an explicit section
“It’s not clear… I mean it’s there, but… How to write 
content for a button…”

Looking into “general writing guidance” and never 
got to the buttons guidance - needs a rescue for 
component content guidance

Carbon’s very long component guidance page 
didn’t help people. And most participants didn’t 
see the table of contents ot tabs at the top. Video

Task: How to write good button text

https://design.canada.ca/common-design-patterns/buttons.html
https://design.canada.ca/common-design-patterns/buttons.html
https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/components/button/usage/
https://youtu.be/yRtQMfxk70w?t=1211


Component content guidance - What worked

Short, to-the-point content guidance 
in a clear separated section

Clear content guidelines in the 
Buttons page in USWDS (Formatting 
could be less confusing). Video

Task: How to write good button text

https://designsystem.digital.gov/components/button/
https://youtu.be/VUNLDL2FdUs?t=1628


Component code guidance- What didn’t work

1 participant on GOV.UK was attracted by Styles 
(thinking it would be a Coding Style guide). 
Video

On Uber, it wasn’t easy to make the connection 
between ticking “horizontal” and finding the 
code it had changed. Video 

Task: Class to use to make radio buttons horizontal

https://youtu.be/Fwak2Kw84Yo?t=180
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnp1Tq0NYXA&t=940s


Component code guidance - What worked

All 5 participants got to the Code tab in 
Borealis (3 directly on the tab, 2 by 
clicking on Get code on variants).

Interactive options that show visual and 
code worked well - maybe would be 
better if you could see visual and code 
together. Video

Task: Class to use to make radio buttons horizontal

https://youtu.be/kfFcIvzb1NQ?t=175


Component versioning - What didn’t work

The need to expand all the previous 
changes on Canada.ca caused failure. 
Video

Having to scroll down a lengthy Button page 
to find latest changes (Lightning) didn’t 
work. Video

Task: Identify the latest change to the button component

https://www.canada.ca/en/government/about/design-system/latest-changes.html
https://youtu.be/Fwak2Kw84Yo?t=902
https://www.lightningdesignsystem.com/components/buttons/
https://youtu.be/Fwak2Kw84Yo?t=917


Component versioning - What worked

8/15 trials started with an “overall change” link on the 
guidance page, and 7/15 started by going to the relevant 
component. It’s important to have both options

A link at the top of the component page worked well for 
Clone and Canada.ca. Video

Using numbered release (semantic versioning) helped 
some participants

Task: Identify the latest change to the button component

https://youtu.be/lnp1Tq0NYXA?t=1247


Users’ suggestions on the 
Canada.ca design system



Users’ suggestions for Canada.ca
Keep:
● Filter on the landing page Video 
● Style guide
● Guidance with examples (it’s an authoritative source to know when to use, what to 

avoid). 

Add: 
● IA: “Taking what's already there and putting structure around it”. Video 
● Integration of Style guide and patterns (bring in content guidance within the 

component guidance) 
● Forms and tables, fieldflow, input
● Aesthetics 
● Make clear what’s mandatory, what’s optional
● More specific guidance with customization

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcoheZ8BciI&t=2838s
https://youtu.be/Uwh1dRbbwwk?t=3470


Starting point for an alpha prototype



Rough prototype

Figma prototype

Important note: the purpose of the Figma 
prototype is not to propose a specific 
design; it’s to illustrate some of the 
recommendations that stem from the 
findings.

https://www.figma.com/proto/ysx5wn6bmrAe7YvynRVcAI/Untitled?node-id=3%3A2&scaling=min-zoom&page-id=0%3A1


Evidence-informed starting points

IA and navigation

● Left nav where you could see all sections and items in the section
● Limited number of distinct main sections.
● Initial proposal: 

○ Get started, Visual foundations, Components and patterns, Writing, 
Community, and Latest updates

● Do additional research on the naming of the main sections
● The left navigation needs to be part of the design system itself as a component
● Needs to work on a mobile version of that menu
● More linkages between sections (between pattern and style guide, for example) - 

when things can be applicable. (E.g. how to write text for a buttons: you'd think it 
would be covered in the style guide - needs a cross link)



Evidence-informed starting points

Search

● Have system-wide search that functions as a filter (not SERP)
● Include the search in the left menu and on top, without the need to scroll down
● Have a good set of metadata on items so things come up with different queries: 

plural, synonymous, misspelled words (i.e. color, colour, typography, font, radio, 
ratio)

● Search all items in the system at once (not just patterns and templates)



Evidence-informed starting points

Visual foundations

● Have a separate section for design tokens and visual foundations (like colours, 
typography, etc.)

● Start by naming it something like Visual foundations (not Styles or Design)
● More research is needed to make sure the label isn’t confusing 
● Have guidance, visual examples, tokens and code together, but in a way that isn’t 

confusing - more research and design is needed (a Jobs-to-be-done exercise to 
understand how people would use these elements could help)

● Provide elements in a design kit (e.g. Figma), so as not to have to reverse-engineer 



Evidence-informed starting points

Content guidance

● General content guidance rules in a separate section.
● Start with something like Writing or Content
● More research is needed for the label
● Include specific “content guidelines” in relevant components
● Include a rescue to component-specific guidance in the General content guidance 

section



Evidence-informed starting points

Component guidance

● Keep guidance short and to the point - no super long pages
● Have usage and code in the same page, but in separate sections
● For code, expand collapses, tabs or a code section at the bottom of the page are 

alternatives to be tested
● Develop something similar to what Borealis has (borrowed from the CRA web 

service manual) to tick options and variants and see code changes easily
● Include a “Latest changes” or “Version history” link at the top of each component



Evidence-informed starting points

Installation and usage guidance

● Include a “Get started” link in the main menu
● Include installation instructions and onboarding documentation under Get started
● Use a modern npm package manager and clear installation instructions, in one 

spot - will need proper training for employees less familiar with this option



Meeting the needs of the different users

● Some design systems are design-oriented, some are dev-oriented
● Code can be intimidating for non-coders
● How might we build a component page that covers design, code, and 

content in a way that works for:
○ Communicators
○ Designers
○ Coders and publishers

“The thing I really love about working on a design system is that I’m reconciling two complex systems—design 
and code—both of which use their own languages and have speakers or practitioners of those languages who 
use different words for the same concepts.” - Why do design systems need content strategists?

https://www.knapsack.cloud/blog/do-design-systems-need-content-strategists


Next steps

● Watch clips from the testing
● Conduct a Jobs-to-be-done exercise to better understand tasks people 

will try to accomplish with the documentation site
● Do a first-click research to test the proposed main sections
● Start building the alpha documentation site using findings from this deck 

as a starting point
● Include a few key components in the prototype
● Do another round of usability testing with the alpha documentation site - 

adjust as needed



Annexes



Methodology - Tasks
Communicators and designers test 

Topic Task Design System

General content 

guidance (Writing)

You and your colleague are arguing about how to capitalize headings on a web 

page.  Should you capitalize only the first word of a heading, or all words of a 

heading?

L1 - Caps - Shopify

L2 - Caps - Canada.ca

L3 - Caps - Atlassian

Component-specific 

content guidance 

(Buttons)

You are working on a page and you're adding a button to launch a service. You 

want to write the best possible call to action. Name a few things you should 

consider to write good text for a button.

B1 - Buttons - Carbon

B2 - Buttons - Canada.ca

B3 - Buttons - USWDS

General design guidance 

(Fonts)

You're starting to design a new online service. Which font and font size should 

you use for the body text?

F1 - Font - GOV.UK

F2 - Font - Aurora

F3 - Font - Canada.ca

Specific component 

design guidance (Alerts)

You want to add an alert on a page to bring to attention something that users 

need to be aware of to avoid a problem or negative consequences.  Which 

type of alert should you use?

A1 - Alert - New Zealand

A2 - Alert - Clone

A3 - Alert - Borealis

https://polaris.shopify.com/
https://www.canada.ca/en/government/about/design-system.html
https://atlassian.design/
https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/
https://www.canada.ca/en/government/about/design-system.html
https://designsystem.digital.gov/
http://gov.uk/
https://design.gccollab.ca/
https://www.canada.ca/en/government/about/design-system.html
https://design-system-alpha.digital.govt.nz/
https://designwithclone.ca/themes/talent-cloud/
https://design.canada.ca/revamp/started.html


Methodology - Tasks

Topic Task Design System

Component- code 

guidance ( Class)

You need to display a set of radio buttons horizontally, instead of 

vertically. Which attribute or class would you use?

C1 - Class - Borealis (proto)

C2 - Class - GOV.UK

C3 - Class - Uber

Visual foundations

(Design tokens)

You've been asked to build a new component for a service. Name the 

variable/token you should use for the primary colour.

D1 - Design tokens - Sprout

D2 - Design tokens - Canada.ca

D3 - Design tokens - USWDS

Installing (Install)

This is your first day in your new developer job. How do you install the 

latest version of the design system to start working?

I1 - Install - Carbon

I2 - Install - New Zealand

I3 - Install - WET

Versioning 

(Change history)

Your client tells you something has recently changed with buttons in 

the design system. Find out what's the latest change in the Buttons 

component.

V1 - Change - Lightning

V2 - Change -  Clone

V3 - Change - Canada.ca

Developers test 

https://design.canada.ca/revamp/started.html
http://gov.uk/
https://baseweb.design/
https://seeds.sproutsocial.com/
http://canada.ca/
https://www.canada.ca/en/government/about/design-system.html
https://designsystem.digital.gov/
https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/
https://design-system-alpha.digital.govt.nz/
https://wet-boew.github.io/wet-boew/index-en.html
https://www.lightningdesignsystem.com/
https://designwithclone.ca/themes/talent-cloud/
http://canada.ca/
https://www.canada.ca/en/government/about/design-system.html


Annex - Capitalization 
Scenario: 
You and your colleague are arguing about how to capitalize headings on a web page. Should you capitalize only the first word of a heading, or 
all words of a heading?

How participants ranked the design systems and why:
1. Canada.ca: Familiarity. Clear and easy to find guidance
2. Shopify: Nice layout. Headings were confusing.
3. Atlassian: Competing headings, small font, poor search results

Shopify Canada.ca Atlassian

Findability 10/12 11/11 8/12

Time to findability 75.1 34.8 72.0

Success 10/12 11/11 7/12

Time to success 88.9 51.0 75.3

https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-secretariat/services/government-communications/canada-content-style-guide.html#wp4-1
https://polaris.shopify.com/content/grammar-and-mechanics#section-capitalization
https://atlassian.design/content/language-and-grammar


Annex - Buttons
Scenario: 
You are working on a page and you're adding a button to launch a service. You want to write the best possible call to action. Name a few things 
you should consider to write good text for a button.

Carbon (IBM) Canada.ca USWDS

Findability 9/12 10/12 11/12

Time to findability 47.4 17.4 40.5

Success 3/12 0/12 10/12

Time to success 127.0 0.0 89.5

How participants ranked the design systems and why:
1. USWDS: Explicit guidance. Design, content guidance and code on the same page
2. Canada.ca: Good guidance but not for label buttons
3. Carbon: Overwhelming.  Too much information not relevant for the taks

https://designsystem.digital.gov/components/button/
https://design.canada.ca/common-design-patterns/buttons.html
https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/components/button/usage/#content


Annex - Fonts
Scenario: 
You're starting to design a new online service. Which font and font size should you use for the body text? 

GOV.UK Aurora Canada.ca

Findability 11/11 10/11 10/11

Time to findability 38.4 52.1 57.0

Success 8/11 9/11 10/11

Time to success 88.8 126.7 77.5

How participants ranked the design systems:
1. Canada.ca: filterable table worked well  (could type font and find typography). Clear 

answer where font and font size are together 
2. GOV.UK: Easy to find, but tough to understand
3. Aurora: Fonts under Components. Confusing guidance surrounded by visual examples

https://design.canada.ca/styles/typography.html
https://design-system.service.gov.uk/styles/typography/
https://design.gccollab.ca/component/typography


Annex - Alerts
Scenario: 
You want to add an alert on a page to bring to attention something that users need to be aware of to avoid a problem or negative consequences. 
Which type of alert should you use? 

New Zealand Clone Borealis (proto)

Findability 12/12 12/12 12/12
Time to findability 30.8 33.8 26.3
Success 8/12 7/12 8/12
Time to success 91.6 121.0 83.1

How participants ranked the design systems:
1. Borealis (proto): Search worked well. Easy to understand different types of alerts
2. Clone (Talent Cloud): headings were code, types of alerts are not easy to understand
3. New Zealand Government: Bad label (Page alert). Very long introduction to the 

component

https://design.canada.ca/revamp/library/components/alerts.html
https://designwithclone.ca/components/alert/
https://design-system-alpha.digital.govt.nz/components/Alerts/


Annex - Class to modify a component
Scenario: 
You need to display a set of radio buttons horizontally, instead of vertically. Which attribute or class would you use?

How participants ranked the design systems:
1. Borealis: Easier to find. Easy to see the changes in the code 
2. Uber: Difficult to see the changes in the code
3. GOV.UK: More information between example and code so was difficult to spot

Borealis GOV.UK Uber

Findability 5/5 3/5 3/5
Time to findability 81.6 22.3 34.7
Success 5/5 3/5 3/5
Time to success 137.8 62.0 72.3

https://design.canada.ca/revamp/library/components/checkboxes-radio-buttons-code.html
https://baseweb.design/components/radio/
https://design-system.service.gov.uk/components/radios/


Annex - Design tokens
Scenario: 
You've been asked to build a new component for a service. Name the variable/token you should use for the primary colour.

How participants ranked the design systems:
1. Sprout: Visual examples and a good implementation on the design system
2. USWDS: Too many colours, too many options
3. Canada.ca: No visual examples

Sprout Canada.ca USWDS

Findability 3/5 4/5 3/5
Time to findability 12.7 46.3 24.7
Success 3/5 2/5 3/5
Time to success 79.7 104.0 42.3

https://seeds.sproutsocial.com/visual/color
https://designsystem.digital.gov/design-tokens/color/theme-tokens/
https://design.canada.ca/styles/colours.html


Annex - Installing
Scenario: 
This is your first day in your new developer job. How do you install the latest version of the design system to start working?

How participants ranked the design systems:
1. Carbon: Intuitive navigation (under Getting started). Clear tutorial 
2. WET: Installation and downloads are not together. Easy only for familiar users
3. New Zealand: Easy to arrive to the right page but more variants to understand 

Carbon New Zealand WET

Findability 3/5 4/5 3/5
Time to findability 38.3 18.3 38.3
Success 3/5 3/5 3/5
Time to success 60.7 37.7 81.7

https://www.carbondesignsystem.com/developing/frameworks/react#install
https://wet-boew.github.io/wet-boew/docs/versions/dwnld-en.html
https://github.com/GOVTNZ/govtnz-design-system/


Annex - Change history
Scenario: 
Your client tells you something has recently changed with buttons in the design system. Find out what's the latest change in the Buttons 
component.

How participants ranked the design systems:
1. Clone (Talent Cloud). On the left navigation. Organized by patch numbers. Also, 

clear on every component page
2. Canada.ca. Easy to find but difficult to expand all the dates with changes. 
3. Lightning (Salesforce): Had to scroll. Confusing right-hand navigation

Lightning Clone Canada.ca

Findability 5/5 5/5 5/5
Time to findability 10.4 13.0 21.4
Success 3/5 5/5 5/5
Time to success 58.3 34.6 60.4

https://designwithclone.ca/components/button/#changes
https://design.canada.ca/common-design-patterns/buttons.html#latest
https://www.lightningdesignsystem.com/components/buttons/

